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Abstract
This paper presents a newfault nodefor implication

graph that represents the Boolean detectability status of a
fault in the circuit. An implication graph with fault nodes is
termedfunctional fault graph(FFG) because such a graph
stores both the functional information and the fault infor-
mation of the circuit. By computing the transitive closure
and graph condensation of the FFG of a circuit, we show
that we can collapse faults, and identify untestable faults
and independent fault pairs in the circuit. Compared to
prior fault independent-based approaches for fault collaps-
ing, our technique gives the best result by reducing the
fault-set size by 66%. Additional advantages of our tech-
nique compared to previous techniques are: a) It can also
identify independent fault pairs in the circuit, and b) It can
be extended for other fault models and has a variety of ap-
plications. Our experiment withc7552 also found more
than 268K independent fault pairs. This work also intro-
duces the first fault-independent polynomial-time approach
for identifying untestable transition delay faults.

1 Introduction
Fault f1 dominates another faultf2 if every test off2

also detectsf1. When two faults dominate each other, they
are called equivalent [6]. Fault collapsing is the process
of generating a reduced fault set using the equivalence and
the dominance relationships and is classified as structural
or functional. Structural collapsing uses only the topology
of the circuit. For example, astuck-at 0(sa0) fault at the
output of an AND gate (see Figure 1(a)) is equivalent to all
of the input sa0 faults. Functional fault collapsing uses the
circuit functional information to establish equivalence and
dominance relationships. Figure 1(b) represents two faults
l0 (l sa0) andm0 that are functionally equivalent. This is
becausea=1, b=1 is the only vector that detectsl0 andm0.
Note that here and in the rest of the paper, we use the sub-
script fault notation. Thus,m0 meansm sa0.

There are several applications of fault collapsing. A col-
lapsed fault set reduces the fault simulation time during test
generation and helps theautomatic test pattern generation
(ATPG) tool to generate a smaller test set for achieving the

.
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Figure 1: Example of Equivalent Faults: a) Structural and
b) Functional Equivalence

desiredfault coverage. Another application of fault collaps-
ing is fault diagnosis (defined as the process of isolating the
source of failure in a defective chip). The fault simulation
time during diagnosis can be reduced by using a collapsed
fault set, thereby enabling large volume diagnosis.

Lioy [1] showed that the algorithmic complexity for
identifying functionally equivalent faults is similar to that
of ATPG. He presented a fault collapsing algorithm that
explicitly identifies the D-chains and necessary assignment
conditions for all faults in the circuit. He, then, uses an
ATPG analysis for each fault in the fault set for identify-
ing functional equivalence. Amyeenet al. [5] use a similar
approach along with the dominator theory for identifying
more functionally equivalent fault pairs. Recently, Vimjam
and Hsiao [15] enhance Lioy’s work using their generalized
dominance theorem. Sandireddy and Agrawal [11] pre-
sented a novel diagnostic fault equivalence and dominance
technique. Adapaet al. [2] presented a technique to speed-
up diagnosis via dominance relations between sets of faults
using function-based techniques. Due to the high memory
and time complexity, Sandireddy’s and Adapa’s approach is
applicable only for small circuits. All of these techniques
are fault oriented approaches, i.e., they consider a fault-pair
at a time and perform ATPG-like analysis to establish fault
equivalence and dominance relationships.

Boolean fault variables were first used by Poage [9].
Prasadet al.[10] presented the first fault-independent, poly-
nomial time approach that uses adominance graphand a
transitive closure algorithm to obtain equivalence and dom-
inance information. A dominance graphD(F , E) is a di-
rected graph where the nodesf ∈ F represent faults and the



directed edgee(fi, fj) ∈ E means faultfj dominatesfi.
Figure 2 represents the dominance graph for the six stuck-
at faults of an AND gate. This is the first graph theoretic
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Figure 2: 2-input AND Gate and its Dominance Graph

approach that relies on the transitive closure algorithm for
fault collapsing. In the sequel paper by Agrawalet al. [3],
they describe how functional fault equivalence in standard
cells and transitive closure can be used for hierarchical fault
collapsing.

In this paper, we also present a graph theoretic, fault-
independent, and polynomial-time technique for functional
fault collapsing. Hence, this work is a direct extension of
Prasad’s and Agrawal’s earlier work described above. We
introduefault nodesin an implication graph to build afunc-
tional fault graph(FFG) that stores the functional and fault
information of the circuit. It can be used to collapse faults,
and identify both untestable faults and independent fault
pairs. Two faultsf1 andf2 are independent if every vec-
tor that detectsf1 does not detectf2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the proposed FFG. In Section 3, we
describe how a FFG can be used to collapse faults, iden-
tify untestable faults, and independent fault pairs. In Sec-
tion 4, we present the overall algorithm to build the FFG
and collapse faults. In Section 5, we describe how our tech-
nique can also be extended for other fault models. Section 6
presents the result of the proposed technique and shows that
our technique can reduce the fault set by additional 19.9%
compared to Prasadet al.’s [10] work. Finally, we conclude
in Section 7.

2 The New Functional Fault Graph

In this section, we will describe how to build the pro-
posedfunctional fault graph(FFG). Then we will analyze
its memory complextiy. The FFG for a circuit is constructed
by building the FFG for all of the individual gates and merg-
ing them together. Hence, we will now explain the proce-
dure to construct a FFG for a simple two-input AND gate
(see Figure 3). This procedure can be easily extended to
build the FFG for other primitive gates (OR, NAND, NOR,
NOT, BUF etc) as well. As mentioned earlier, the FFG
stores both the functional and the fault information of the
circuit.
Functional Information. It is represented using the con-
trollability (a, a, b, b, c, c) and the observability (Oa, Oa,
Ob, Ob, Oc, Oc) nodes. Nodea(a) tells whether linea is
controllable to Boolean 1(0) and the node labeledOa(Oa)
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Figure 3: FFG of a 2-input AND Gate

tells whether linea can (cannot) be observed at anypri-
mary output(PO). Since this is similar to animplication
graph (IG) [14], the FFG is an extension of the IG. In Fig-
ure 3, the edgec → a (b) means ifc=1, thena (b)=1. The
edgea(b) → c represents its contrapositive relation, i.e., if
a(b)=0 thenc=0. The nodes labeledΛi, i=1. . .7, are partial
nodes and the dotted edge is called a partial edge. The par-
tial edges connectingaΛ1b → c mean ifa=1 andb=1 then
c=1. The partial nodes labeledΛ2 andΛ3 represent the con-
trapositive relationships ofΛ1. The edgeOa → b means if
a is observable thenb=1 and the edgeOa → Oc means ifa
is observable thenc is also observable. The nodeΛ4 repre-
sents the partial implication that ifa=1 andc is observable
thenb is also observable. The contrapositive ofΛ4 is not
shown here to keep the figure legible.

However, note that using the observability nodes to rep-
resent the functional information makes the FFG graph in-
complete. To understand this, consider a stem signals that
fans out to signalsp andq. It is not possible to establish
any relationship amongOs, Op, andOq [8]. This limitation
makes the FFG incomplete in its representation of the func-
tional information. In Section 3, we will present a theorem
that will make the proposed FFG less incomplete.
Fault Information. It is represented using the fault nodes.
In this example, we have modeled only two faults (a0 and
c0) using the nodes labeleda0, a0, c0, c0, Λ6, and Λ7.
Herea0 is true if a sa0 is detectable. The edgea0 → a

means to detect the faulta0, a should be 1 and the edge
a0 → Oa meansa should be observable to detecta0. Note
that we have also added the contrapositive edgesa → a0

(if a=0, thena0 is not detectable) andOa → a0 (if a is un-
observable thena0 is not detectable). Also the partial node
aΛOa → a0 means ifa=1 and is observable then the fault
a0 is detectable. The contrapositive of the nodesΛ6 andΛ7

is not shown here. The thick edge labeledTC Edgewill be
described in Section 3.



Memory Complexity. For any directed graphG(V , E) the
total memory complexity isO(|V | + |E|). We will now
analyze the total memory required to store a FFG for a cir-
cuit with n stem signals,m fanout signals andk faults. To
represent a signals, we need two controllabilty nodes and
two observability nodes leading to 4n nodes. Two addi-
tional nodes are required to represent the observability sta-
tus of each of the fanout signals because the observability
status of a stem and its branches are different. Hence, 2m

nodes are required to represent observability of the fanout
signals and 4n nodes are required to represent the controlla-
bility and the observability ofthe stem signals.2 × k nodes
are required to represent all of the fault nodes. Also, letl

be the average number of gate fanins of the circuit. Then,
the total number of partial nodes required to represent the
n gates isn (2 × l + 2) andk faults is3 × k (k forward
ANDing nodes and 2k nodes to represent their contrapos-
itive). Hence the total number of nodes in the graph is
n × (2l + 6) + 5k + 2m. We will now count the total
number of edges in the graph. Everyl-input gate will have
l direct edges and (l+1)×(l+1) partial edges (there will be
l+1 partial nodes each withl+1 partial edges) leading to
nl + n(l + 1)2. There will be at mostm additional di-
rect edges due to them fanout signals. Four direct edges
and nine partial edges (three partial nodes each having three
partial edges) are required to represent each fault. Hence,
the total number of edges isn × (l2 + 3l + 1) + 13k + m.
Therefore, the total memory required to store the graph is
n×(l2+5l+7)+18k+3m ≈ O(n) becausel is a constant
and bothm andk are proportional ton.

3 Fault Collapsing Using FFG

The first step in our approach comprises building the
FFG. This is done by determining the total number of nodes
|V | (see Section 2) and allocating memory for these nodes.
We then add edges into the graph to represent the functional
information corresponding to each gate in the design. Then,
we add edges to model each fault in the circuit. The next
step is to compute the graph condensation and the transitive
closure of the FFG, which will now be explained in detail.

Graph condensation(GC) is the process of computing
the condensed graphGC from the original graphG. A con-
densed graphis a graphGC(VC , EC) based on the graph
G(V , E) where each vertex inVC corresponds to astrongly
connected component(SCC) inG and edge (u, v) is in EC

if and only if there exists an edge inE connecting any of
the vertices in the component ofu to any of the vertices in
the component ofv. Here an SCC means a subgraphGSCC

of a given directed graphG, such that every node inGSCC

is reachable from every other node inGSCC .
Transitive closure(TC) is a procedure that adds an edge

between the node pairv1, v2 if the original graph has a di-
rected path connecting nodesv1 andv2. The edge added is
called aTC edge. Note that for all of the partial nodesvP

in FFG, theTC procedure adds edges connecting each of
thecommon ancestorsof vP to the children ofvP . To un-
derstand this let us suppose thatp1, p2 are the parent nodes
of vP andc, its child. If v is the common ancestor ofvP ,
then it means thatv → p1 andv → p2. But, p1 ∧ p2 → c.
Hence,v → c.
Example 1. Figure 4 illustrates graph condensation and
transitive closure. Nodesb, c, andd belong to a SCC be-
cause every node in this set is reachable from every other
node in that set. This SCC corresponds to nodeC1 in the
condensed graph shown in Figure 4(b). Similarly,a ande
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Figure 4: Graph Condensation Example: a) The Graph be-
fore Condensation and b) The Graph after Condensation

are a SCC that corresponds toC3. The SCCs corresponding
to C2 andC4 contain only one node, i.e.,f andg, respec-
tively. The edge connectingC3 andC2 in the condensed
graph is a TC edge becauseC3 is a common ancestor of
C2. Detailed descriptions of the algorithm for these two
operations are given elsewhere [13, 14].

After performing GC and TC, we traverse the edges of
the condensed graphGc to identify the following relation-
ships:

1. Equivalent faults.If fault nodes,F = {f1, f2, . . . fk}
belong to a SCC then they are equivalent faults. Since
F is a SCC, every fault nodefi ∈ F is reachable from
every other fault nodefj ∈ F . This means that iffi is
detectable then so isfj and vice-versa. Hence, faults
in F are all equivalent.

2. Dominant fault.If f is the topologically minimal fault
node thenf is dominated by all of the faults reachable
from f . Hence, iff1 → f2, f2 → f3, . . ., fk−1 → fk

thenf1 is dominated by the faultsf2, . . ., fk.

3. Untestable fault.If there is an implicationf → f , then
it means thatf is untestable.

4. Independent fault.If f1 → f2 then it means that the
faultsf1 andf2 are independent pairs. This is because
if f1 is detected thenf2 cannot be detected and vice-
versa.

Thus, by simply going through the edges in the condensed
graphGc, we collapse faults. For example, TC of the graph



shown in Figure 3 foundc0 → a0. This is becausec0 → a

andc0 → Oa (asc0 is the common ancestor ofΛ5). Hence,
c0 is the common ancestor ofΛ6 meaningc0 → a0. This
meansa0 dominatesc0 (a graph theoretic proof for struc-
tural fault collapsing!). Similarly, we can also see that
a0 → c0 but this is not shown in the figure. We will il-
lustrate more dominance examples using an example netlist
(see Figure 5). But before that, it is important to note that
the proposed FFG is incomplete because it does not contain
any edge connecting the stem observability and its branch
observabilities. This is a major deficiency because we can-
not establish any equivalence/dominance relationship be-
tween a fault at a signals and its recovergent fanout. This
is because the nodeOs is not connected to any other ob-
servability node in its fanout cone. We will now partially
fix this deficiency using a theorem presented below that en-
hance the FFG by adding additional edges connecting ob-
servability nodes.
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Figure 5: Example to Illustrate Theorem 1: a) The Circuit,
and b) The Faults

Theorem 3.1 If p and q are two signals such thatp is the
dominator ofq thenOq → Op.

Example 2. We illustrate this theorem using an example
shown in Figure 5. Sincem is the reconvergent fanout ofg,
we add the edgeOg → Om into ourFFG graph. Due to
this, the faultsi0, i1, h0, andh1 can be dropped reducing the
collapsed fault set size from 12 faults to eight faults. This
is because it identifies the following four relationships:
a) i0 dominatesd1

Proof.
1. d1 → Od → Og → Om andd1 → Od → b

2. d1 → a → j andd1 → a → i

3. OmΛj → Ok andOkΛb → Oi. Hence,d1 → Oi

4. d1 → i andd1 → Oi. Hence,d1 → i0.
The following three relationships can be similarly proved.
b) i1 dominatesd0

c) h0 dominatese1

d) h1 dominatesd0.
Our approach is still incomplete because our approach

uses a polynomial-time algorithm but the complexity of
functional fault collapsing is exponential. Hence, currently
our approach cannot establisha0 dominatesd0 (see Fig-
ure 5) that an ATPG-based collapsing approach could iden-
tify. Note, however, that if we add the edgeOm → Oa and

work out the transitive closure, we see that we can conclude
a0 dominatesd0. This means that the current deficiency of
the proposed FFG can be improved but we will consider
such enhancements in our future work.

4 Optimizations and the Overall Algorithm

The size of the FFG after computing the TC can be-
come very large. Hence, in this section, we will present
two optimizations: 1) Start with a reduced fault set, and 2)
Cone-based decomposition. These two techniques help re-
duce the peak memory consumption of our technique. Then
we will present the overall algorithm.
1. Start with a reduced fault set. As mentioned earlier,
if there arek faults in a circuit then a total of 5k nodes and
13k edges are required to model these faults in the FFG.
Hence, the total memory required to model these faults can
be reduced by reducing the value ofk. So, we start with a
structurally collapsed fault set,Fm. To obtain this, we start
with an uncollapsed fault setF0, which comprises all the
stuck-at 0 and stuck-at 1 faults in the circuit. Thus, the size
of F0 is 2×n, wheren is the number of signal lines in the
circuit. Starting from theprimary inputs(PIs) orpseudo-
primary inputs(PPIs), we consider a faultf ∈ F0 and re-
move all the faultsfc from the setF0 that are structurally
equivalent tof or dominated byf to get a reduced fault set
F1. We continue reducing the fault setFj , wherej=0, 1, 2,
. . ., m (m is the last iteration count) until we are unable to
reduce it any further.
2. Cone-based decomposition. Building the FFG for the
entire circuit, at once, can consume enormous memory.
Hence, we partition the circuit into a large number oflogic
cones. A logic cone (see Figure 6) comprises all of the sig-
nals in the fanin cone of aprimary output(PO) or apseudo-
primary output(PPO). We build the FFG of one logic cone

PI / PPI

PO / PPO

C
C

C
1

2

3

Figure 6: Example of Circuit with Three Logic ConesC1,
C2, andC3

and collapse all of the faults in that cone. We delete the
memory allocated for the current FFG before building the
FFG for the next logic cone. Since the size of a logic cone
is much smaller than the size of the entire circuit, the peak
run time memory is drastically reduced.

Figure 7 represents the overall algorithm. We use
a breadth-first traversal-based algorithm to partition the



circuit into logic cones. In Step 7, the function
traverseCondensedGraph() traverses each edge in the fi-
nal condensed graph to collapse faults, and identify inde-
pendent fault pairs and untestable faults (see Section 3).

1. Partition the circuit into logic cones
2. foreach coneCi in the circuit{
3. generateReducedFaultSet ()
4. Build FFG for this cone
5. Add edges due to Theorem 3.1
6. Compute GC and TC
7. traverseCondensedGraph ()
8. }

Figure 7: The Overall Algorithm

5 FFG for Other Fault Models

One advantage of FFG is that it can be easily extended
for other fault models. To illustrate this, we consider the
skewed load transition delay(SLT) [12] fault model for full
scan sequential circuits that are used to test the at-speed be-
havior of a device. The SLT models two types of fault at
every signal line in the circuit. They are calledslow-to-rise
andslow-to-fall faults. A vector pair< v1, v2 > detects a
slow-to-rise (fall) fault atl if it meets the following require-
ments: a)v1 initializesl to 0(1), b)v2 detectsl1 (l0), and c)
v2 is the logical right shift ofv1. In an actual chip, the vec-
tor v1 is loaded by pulsingn shift clock cycles wheren is
the length of the scan chain. This initializes all of the inter-
nal signals in the circuit. Another shift pulse generates the
vectorv2. The response is captured at-speed and is shifted
out of scan chain using anothern shift clock cycles.

In this section, we will describe how FFGs can model
SLT faults of a given circuit. This is the first work that
presents a polynomial time algorithm to identify untestable
SLT faults. The following three enhancements are required:
1. Representing two time frames. Since two time-frames
are required to detect a SLT fault, we need a scheme to rep-
resent information pertaining to multiple time frames. For
this, we use the idea of concurrent graph that has been used
by Sethuramet al. for Sequential ATPG [13] and false path
identification [14]. Concurrent graphs represent multiple
time frames simultaneously using edges that are annotated
by a k-bit flag B[1 . . . k]. The bit B[i] of an edgee tells
whethere exists at time framei or not. Figure 8(a) shows a
concurrent graph where edges are annotated by 2-bit flags

(k=2). The edgea
01
→ b means ifa is true in the second time

frame thenb is also true in the second time frame.
2. Representing the scan chain. To represent scan chains,
we should first understandtime frame(TF) edges [14, 16].
A TF edge represents implication relationships between
nodes belonging to different time frames. They are repre-
sented by directed edges that are annotated by+N or a−N

flag, whereN is a whole number. For example, an edge rep-

resented byA
+N
→ B means that ifA is true in the current

time frame thenB is true afterN time frames. The TF edge
was first used by Zhaoet al. [16] for identifying untestable
stuck-at faults in non-scan sequential circuits and, later, by
Sethuram [14] for sequential ATPG. They used it to repre-
sent the relationship between theD input and theQ output

of a non-scan flop by adding the edgeD
+1
→ Q and its con-

trapositiveQ
−1
→ D (meaning ifQ=0 in the current time

frame thenD=0 in the previous time frame).
In this work, we use TF edges to represent the scan

chain information in the proposed FFG. Let us assume that
there arek scan flip-flops(SFFs) labeledF1, F2, . . ., Fk

and letS1, S2, . . ., Sk represent their outputs. Consider
two scan flip-flops(SFFs)Fi andFi+1 whereFi is the left
neighbor ofFi+1, i.e., one shift clock will shift the value of
Fi into Fi+1. To represent controllability relationships be-
tweenSi andSi+1, we use TF edges that represent relation-
ships between nodes across different time frames as shown

in Figure 8(b). HereS1

+1
→ S2 means ifS1=1 in the current

time frame thenS2=1 in the next time frame. To model the
entire scan chain, we add the edgesS1

+1
→ S2, S2

+1
→ S3,

. . ., Sk−1

+1
→ Sk to represent the 1-controllability of all of

the SFFs. Similarly, we also add edgesS1

+1
→ S2, S2

+1
→ S3,

. . ., Sk−1

+1
→ Sk to represent the 0-controllability. Finally,

we also add TF edges representing the contrapositive rela-
tionships of all of these edges.

3. Modeling SLT faults. We use fault nodes labeled
lSR andlSR in Figure 8(c) to model faults. Here,lSR node

represents a slow-to-rise fault atl. The edgelSR
−1
→ l means

lSR is detectable ifl=0 in the previous time frame,lSR
01
→

l and lSR
01
→ Ol meanslSR is detectable in second time

frame if l=1 andl is observable in the second time frame,
respectively. The other three edges in Figure 8(c) represent
their respective contrapositive edges.

This completes the description of how a FFG is built for
modeling SLT faults. A graph condensation-based TC algo-
rithm can infer additional edges in the proposed FFG that
can be used to identify fault dominance, untestable faults,
and independent fault pairs. Due to lack of space, we do
not describe the algorithms to compute transitive closure
and graph condensation of concurrent graphs with TF edges
but they are described elsewhere [13].

6 Results and Analysis

The proposed FFG, Theorem 3.1 and its enhancement
for SLT faults were implemented in C and experiments
with ISCAS ’85, ISCAS ’89, and ITC ’99 benchmark
circuits were conducted on a Sun Sparc machine running
the SunOS operating system.
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6.1 Fault Collapsing

Table 1 shows the results for the fault collapsing exper-
iments. The column labeledTotal Flts. represents the
total number of stuck-at faults in that circuit. The column
labeled Struc. Flts. represents the fault set size after
applying structural fault collapsing. The next column
labeledPrasad et al. represent the faut list size of Prasad
et al.’s work. The last column labeledOurs represent
the result of our work. Here,Flts represents the fault set
size andTimerepresents the CPU time (in seconds) of our
work. Compared to Prasadet al.’s work, our technique
reduced the fault set size by additional 19.9%. This is
because Prasadet al.’s dominance graph had several
missing implications that were captured by Theorem 3.1
and the partial nodes of the FFG. However, our technique
could not identify any additional dominance relation in
c6288. This is becausec6288 has a large number of
fanout stem signal and Theorem 3.1 could not detect
additional implications. The strength of our technique is

Table 1: Dominance Fault Collapsing Results
CKT Total Struc. Prasad Ours

Flts. F lts. et al. Flts. Time

c1355 2710 1234 1210 808 46
c1908 3816 1568 1566 753 14
c2670 5340 2324 2317 1853 110
c3540 7080 2882 2786 2092 831
c5315 10630 4530 4492 3443 72
c6288 12576 5840 5824 5824 4
c7552 15104 6163 6132 4707 232

that: a) it uses a fault-independent approach and can be
used as a pre-process for any fault-oriented ATPG-based
fault collapsing algorithm, b) it can be easily extended
for other fault models, and c) it has a variety of applications.

6.2 Independent Fault Pairs

Our experiments indicate that there are large numbers of
independent fault pairs in a circuit. We used the reduced
fault set (see Section 4) of each circuit,C, to compute the
total number of independent fault pairs inC. Figure 9

shows a detailed distribution of all of the independent
fault pairs inc432. Here, thex-axis (labeledLogic Cone)
represents the seven logic cones (see Figure 6) ofc432 each
corresponding to a PO. The primaryy-axis (labeled# Ind.

Figure 9: Independent Fault Pairs inc432

Flt. Pairs) represents the number of independent fault pairs
found in one cone. The secondaryy-axis (labeledTotal
Faults) represents the total number of faults considered in
that cone. Also, our experiment found 268K independent
fault pairs inc7552. This number will be in the order of a
million for large industrial circuits. Hence, a practical way
to use our tool is to extract small portions of the netlist and
conduct independent fault pair analysis on it.

6.3 Skewed-load Untestable Faults

We used the full scan sequential circuits of ISCAS ’89 and
ITC ’99 benchmark circuits with a single scan chain to iden-
tify SLT untestable faults in them. Thescan chain order
(SCO) in these circuits is the same as the order in which
the flip-flops appear in the verilog description of the netlist.
Also, in our experiment we only consider logic that isK

levels deep from the scan chain. A practical application
of this experiment is to study the impact of SCO on SLT
testability of the circuit (see Maoet al.’s [7] work to un-
derstand why SCO affects the SLT testability of a circuit).
Table 2 shows the total number of untestable SLT faults for
the casesK=5, K=10, andK=20. The column labeled
Unt. represents the total number of untestable SLT faults
detected by our enhanced FFG andTime represents the to-
tal CPU time in seconds. The large number of untestable
faults fors38584 indicates that the design, currently, has an
inferior SCO.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a newfunctional fault graph
(FFG) that can store both the functional information and
the fault information of the circuit. We showed that such



Table 2: Untestable SLT Faults
K=5 K=10 K=20

CKT Unt. T ime Unt. T ime Unt. T ime

s5378 34 < 1 155 < 1 315 10
s9234 45 < 1 47 2 89 1
s13207 159 < 1 307 14 520 29
s15850 87 < 1 232 < 1 276 2
s35932 0 1 0 1 0 2
s38417 52 1 430 3 686 26
s38584 205 < 1 362 3 2385 35
b15s 15 1 26 51 43 123
b17s 115 5 278 196 298 852
b20s 5 < 1 12 < 1 50 8
b21s 6 < 1 12 1 21 5
b22s 19 < 1 14 < 1 26 2

a graph can be used to build polynomial-time algorithms
for fault collapsing, identifying independent fault pairs, and
untestable faults. We also presented an enhanced FFG to
modelskewed-load transition delay(SLT) faults. This is the
first polynomial-time algorithm for identifying untestable
SLT faults. Compared to prior fault independent-based ap-
proaches for fault collapsing, our technique gives the best
result by reducing the fault-set size by 66%. The advantage
of our technique compared to previous techniques is that it
can also identify independent fault pairs in the circuit. It
will be interesting to investigate the use of the FFG data
structure forconcurrent test generation[4].
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